


spread as possible.

Bigger, high torque, used for paper
industry all that had went by.

KSK will always give 
suggestion sincerely.

EXPANDER ROLL
THE POSSIBILITIES.

Variable Expander Roll
Compact adjust bow roll

Auto Variable
Control system

From above the product is
Metal Expander Roll
Teflon roll
Carbon roll
Water-using Expander Roll

Conical Expander Roll
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PICK UP EXPANDER ROLL

K A N S E N  - E X P A N D E R  R O L L -  I N F O R M AT I O N
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Expander Roll is a like a bow-shaped roll (curve roll) which is used to help spreading web in manufacturing process of film,
paper, nonwoven, metal sheet, and other sheet product.

Curved shaft of spread roll is 
deposed of many spools which 
there are many internal bearing. 
Rubber type or 
metal type is 
available.
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Expand Roll staying curved run 
lightly by a fixed shaft, can 
remove a wrinkle and a shrink-
age according to the contact 
between bow 
roll and web. 
Also it won’t 
give damage 
to the web.
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Preventing the wrinkle by a widening effect

Occurring wrinkle under winding 

Conical Expander Roll
Suitable for following case.

Bow roll is not suitable for the position

Don't want give film any tension.

250～3000Dia. (mm) Φ40～Φ155 Width (mm)

Use for tight contact angle with film.

Only rubber.

Contact to the film in a flat surface, 
It's our original product.

By the different diameter between center part and side, 
different speed spread from center to side.

f lat
Flat surface betweed film and roll



If there is not any extra space in the flame of machine, a compact 
jack within bracket is a good choice. Also easy to adjust in manual.

500～2000

￥

Expander Roll is a like a bow-shaped roll (curve roll) which is used to help spreading web in manufacturing process of film,
paper, nonwoven, metal sheet, and other sheet product.
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Rubber Expander Rol l

Fixed bow with most results.
Using for film, paper, metal foil and textile and other sheet product.
Many kinds of rubber are available.
(abraison resistance, Chemical-resistance, heat-resistance, water resistance,conductive property etc.)

Contrast to the flat Expander Roll, bow roll spreading wrinkle more effectually.

ROTATION
ACCURACY

Clean easy Conductivity CostLife

Dia. (mm)

Width (mm)

Φ40～Φ340

 250～10000

Dia. (mm) Φ60～Φ125

■ Straight variable Expander Roll

Bending can be adjusted by this one

Can used as guide roll 
when not necessary

When there wrinkle, 
used for Bow roll.

Suitable for following case.

Many kinds film so that one Expander Roll is not enough.

Don’t want use hydraulic jack.

Manual and easy to adjust bow.
Can be adjusted under running.

Bow can adjusted from 0mm.
Also can be used as guide roll.

Easy to operate by screw jack.
Easy to choose space for installing.

Both rubber and metal type are available.

Width (mm)

There is no extra space to install adjust bow roll.

Variable Expander Roll Compact adjust bow roll

Jack is compact.



http://www.kansenexp.co.jp/
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Expander Roll is a like a bow-shaped roll (curve roll) which is used to help spreading web in manufacturing process of film,
paper, nonwoven, metal sheet, and other sheet product.

Rubber surface Metal surface

Metal  Expander Rol l

Suitable for following case.
Want torque of Expander roll low as possible

No space for pulley

Superior to the long life and rotation accuracy.

Clean more easily than rubber EXP.

Good at conductivity to prevent static electricity.

Groove processing are available in surface.

ROTATION
ACCURACY

Clean easy Conductivity CostLife

Dia. (mm)

Width (mm)

Φ60～Φ450

 250～11000

Torque is lower than normal type, giving a small influence to film.

■ Low torque Expander Roll

Suitable for low torque line

No need pulley and save energy.
No need extra space.

Both rubber and metal type are available.

Dia. (mm)     Φ75～Φ125          Width (mm)      500～2500

Use speed　 under 200m/min

There are various kinds of Expander Roll 
to meet different working condition. 
For details please see our homepage 
(www.kansenexp.co.jp). Expander Roll with teflon

Adjust bow roll with control system (VCS) Flange bracket Pillow bracket

Water-using Expander Roll

Available in 
rubber surface or

metal surface.
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Positon illustration of Expander Roll

Positon illustration of Expander Roll

wrap angle

Web

film

paper

fabric

angle
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middle

big

About２～３times of A distance

Diameter of Expander Roll

About 2.5 times of
Expander Roll diameter

Use before pressing

Use before slitting Use in the extreme temperatures

Coater Laminator

Slitter Vacuum vapor machine

Expander Roll

Expander Roll Expander Roll
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Main Roll
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